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Executive Summary

Disclaimer

Velocity has exercised due and customary care in conducting this study, but has not, save as specifically stated,
independently verified information provided by others. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made in relation to the
contents of this report. Therefore, Velocity assumes no liability for any losses resulting from errors, omissions, or
misrepresentations made. This report was prepared at the request of the Client.

DISCLAIMER

Velocity has prepared this report for the sole use of its Client. The report may not be relied on by any other party without
the express written consent of Velocity Consulting.

Any recommendations, opinions, or findings stated in this report are based on the circumstances, data presented by the
client, and facts as presented at the time Velocity performed the work. Any changes in circumstances and facts upon
which this report is based, or errors or omissions in the data presented to Velocity may adversely impact any
recommendations or findings.
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Executive Summary
The economic future of Kenosha county is mirroring the nation and state. As long as working people from other
communities continue to join Kenosha, that growth will help to mitigate the current economic downturn, which is expected
to last at least 3 more years.

•

The courses generate over $100,000 for the county in taxes, annually, bringing over $11,600,000 to the local economy.

•

Financially at the courses, concessions and cart revenue per round are getting closer to where they need to be. Net
greens fees realized per round and equipment sales per round are lower than where they need to be.

•

A major source of losses at Brighton Dale is the Red Nine course. Brighton Dale is already underutilized and it is the least
utilized of the three courses offered, even accounting for its reduced holes. There may be other benefits to keeping the
course open, but given current operations, looking over the next ten years, it could save the county over $1million in
today’s terms by donating it to the state (or selling it). Investments in the future of this course could help grow the overall
number of golfers, but could also drive private small business under who would be less able to compete with a subsidized
premier golfing experience, resulting in other course closures and a decreased tax base.

•

Petrifying Springs (herein referred to as PETS) is already operating near breakeven. It can improve its operations by:
– Raising season pass prices to free up course utilization
– Targeting the higher income areas close by to replace its lowest paying customers
– Lowering the quality of the course to lower maintenance fees
– Creating partnerships with local schools and colleges

•

Brighton Dale (herein referred to as BD) is losing money, but can turn the corner by:
– Investing in paving its cart paths to improve quality and playability, while reducing long term maintenance costs
– Targeting higher end customers through marketing and establishing a Grainger/BD League
– Reducing its supply expenses by optimizing buying processes

•

Overall there is great hope for these courses
– They already justify their existence through economic value they add back to the community
– With relatively small changes and a focus on the marketing plan it is likely PETS will be profitable in the upcoming
year and BD within 3 years

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

•

INTRODUCTION
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Introduction

Central to the feasibility study are the:
– Status and statistics of the local golf market
– Demographic and geographical breakdown of the local community
– An in depth marketing research study of the customers at both courses
– Recent performance updates of the specific courses and their competitors
– Relevant changes and recommendations

INTRODUCTION

Golf is an extremely important and impactful sport in the United States. If broken down even further golf is a very popular
sport in Wisconsin, even more specifically in the city of Kenosha and its bordering counties. Kenosha County is home to
some of the state’s most treasured courses; PETS Course and BD Links Course. Recently the desire to conduct a
feasibility study to better assess the benefit of the two golf courses in the community arose. During the study which was
conducted from May through August of 2011, PETS and BD Golf Courses along with their 13 identified competitors were
studied and examined in order to conduct the feasibility study. The following study was impactful to the local community in
that, it provided data on the current status of the specific courses. The following study will primarily focus on the financial
and marketing aspects of the two courses.

The feasibility study was commissioned by Kenosha County and began at the end of May, 2011 and completed in
September, 2011. The activities performed by the consultants included the following: numerous initial consultantcompetitor calls in the pursuit of data collection, meetings with the executive board of Kenosha County, extensive analysis
of the utilization of the specific courses at hand as well as geographical, financial, and market analysis.
Velocity Consulting was asked to conduct this study (a 100% student run full-service consulting organization) It was
started in the fall of 2010 and has the infrastructure needed to provide substantial knowledge and assessment to complete
this study. Many disciplines collaborated to share their talents and specialties to better aid the project.
We thank the county for the opportunity to conduct this work on its behalf and look forward to presenting this in person.
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THE ECONOMY
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Snapshot from the US Census Bureau

Population, 2010
Population, percent change, 2000 to 2010
Population, 2000
Persons under 18 years old, percent, 2009
Persons 65 years old and over, percent, 2009

166,426
11.30%
149,579
25.50%
11.10%

Living in same house 1 year ago, pct 1 yr old & over, 2005-2009
Language other than English spoken at home, pct age 5+, 2005-2009
High school graduates, percent of persons age 25+, 2005-2009
Bachelor's degree or higher, pct of persons age 25+, 2005-2009
Mean travel time to work (minutes), workers age 16+, 2005-2009

84.10%
10.40%
87.20%
22.00%
26.1

Median Household Income, 2010
Median Individual Nonfamily Income, 2010
Persons below poverty level, percent, 2009
Accomodation and food services Sales, 2007
Land Area (square miles)
Persons per square mile, 2010

LOCAL DEMOGRAPHICS

Kenosha County

$28,794
$51,187
12.90%
214,034,000
272.83
610
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Snapshot from the US Census Bureau

Brighton
Bristol*
City of Kenosha
Paddock Lake
Paris
Pleasant Prarie
Randall
Salem
Silver lake
Somers
Twin Lakes
Wheatland
Kenosha County

% Change 1990 - 2000

% Change 2000 - 2010

14.72%
14.36%
12.34%
13.15%
-0.61%
34.05%
22.30%
38.13%
29.98%
16.92%
28.45%
0.89%
16.69%

0.41%
8.29%
9.81%
-0.66%
2.10%
22.21%
8.57%
22.25%
2.99%
5.94%
16.88%
2.46%
11.26%

2010
1,456
4,914
99,218
2,992
1,504
19,719
3,180
12,067
2,411
9,597
5,989
3,373
166,426

Key Observations:
•Population growth has sustained the local economy over the past two decades.
•Forecasts are good for continued spillover from Illinois and overall population influx.
•The local housing market has suffered more than nationally, but appears it may be outperforming now.
•With few transaction points, housing is difficult to gage locally.

SNAPSHOT OF GROWTH IN KENOSHA

Brighton
Bristol*
City of Kenosha
Paddock Lake
Paris
Pleasant Prarie
Randall
Salem
Silver lake
Somers
Twin Lakes
Wheatland
Kenosha County

Population Counts Overview For the last 3 Decades
1990
2000
1,264
1,450
3,968
4,538
80,426
90,352
2,662
3,012
1,482
1,473
12,037
16,136
2,395
2,929
7,146
9,871
1,801
2,341
7,748
9,059
3,989
5,124
3,263
3,292
128,181
149,577
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Snapshot from Wisconsin DWD

•Employment diversity continues to improve in the region.
•The shift towards lower paid support positions mirrors national trends.
•Executives and leading edge technology recruitment would help the local scene.
•Education professionals and government officials make a strong potential customer base for the courses.

SNAPSHOT OF KENOSHA EMPLOYMENT

Key Observations:
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KENOSHA UNEMPLOYMENT

Key Observations:
•
Kenosha continues to lag the state in Unemployment.
•
However, it is beginning to look more like the norm when put in a National perspective.
•
Continued employed growth influx is required to sustain the local economy.
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July
0.0013
0.0009
0.0010
0.0021
0.0026

August September
0.0011
0.0015
0.0012
0.0014
0.0012
0.0014
0.0025
0.0027
0.0021
0.0028

October
0.0035
0.0020
0.0032
0.0123
0.0052

Key Observations:
Ratio of Unemployment rate to Golf Revenue – BD and PETS
Ratio nearly doubles and in some cases more than doubles in respective months from year to year.
This is due to the multiplier effect combined with the speed of the onset of the recession.

IMPACT OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Snapshot from the US Census Bureau
Unemployment Rate to
Golf Revenue Ratio
(Kenosha)
<--This ratio is multiplied by 10000 for readability
Year
March
April
May
June
2006
0.0073
0.0017
0.0012
0.0013
2007
0.0035
0.0029
0.0011
0.0011
2008
0.5131
0.0016
0.0012
0.0011
2009
0.0114
0.0049
0.0029
0.0023
2010
0.0092
0.0046
0.0033
0.0022

Trend has been the same for national and state unemployment.
In general, there is a correlation in Kenosha with unemployment, but the effect of local unemployment is NOT impacting
revenues by a significant margin.
Thus far, the golfers at BD and PETS continue to play, implying their employment is not affected to the same degree as
the surrounding region.
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SNAPSHOT OF ECONOMIC DATA

Key Observations:
•
Cyclical activity low is seen as bullish for the economy by the consensus of analysts.
•
Kenosha’s loss of cyclical business in the vehicle segment will lessen the impact of upturns and further downturns.
•
Consumer spending is dropping yet again making recovery difficult.
•
Kenosha is mirroring the nation in most regards, having recovered partially from the plant closure blows of the past.
No significant attraction of world changing technologies means Kenosha will need to continue to rely on spillover
•
growth.
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SNAPSHOT OF ECONOMIC DATA

Key Observations:
•
Overall US growth is currently forecast to increase, however recent revisions are more neutral.
•
Unfortunately, September data suggests that the overall economy may be headed the wrong direction again.
•
Overall unemployment nationwide and in Kenosha is expected to remain high (above 7%).
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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DEMOGRAPHICS

•
•

There is Favorable Hotel Density nearby PETS, but still nothing next door.
The BD location is suboptimal for those wishing for close by lodging.
18

DEMOGRAPHICS

•
•

There is a high restaurant density within a 5 minute drive of PETS.
BD has a captive restaurant audience which it could leverage by increased pricing.
19

CUSTOMERS TO TARGET (NUMBERED)

The map explains the Census Tracts that were selected for analysis. Census Tracts are areas that share similar
traits as well as calculated by zip codes and population. The Census Tracts are displayed with a light white and
grey outline. These are the Census Tracts that are included in the approximately 30 minute drive times. This
selection of Tracts were used to concentrate analysis and help make the map and information more easily
understandable.
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CUSTOMERS TO TARGET (NUMBERED)

This map shows drive times from the two focal golf courses, BD and PETS. These drive times are broken down
into four segments, 30, 20, 15, and 10 minutes. The red line represents 10 minute driving distance, green line
represents 15 minutes, blue line represents 20 minutes and purple line represents 30 minutes. These areas were
created with network analysis which model the street layer to calculate the drive times. This tool can also estimate
areas by miles.
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COMPETITOR LOCATIONS

This map displays a spatial sprawl of the competing golf courses. The green stars represent the golf courses
that were selected by hand and identified as level competitors. The yellow stars represent the other public
golf courses within the associated study area. The red golf stars represent the private golf courses that are in
the area as well.
22

CUSTOMERS TO TARGET (NUMBERED)
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Census Tapestries
Census Tract tapestries are small descriptions which
are interesting and important tools to understand the
communities interests.

•

Each Tapestry has a brief description about the
population in the Census Tract.

•

Tapestries classifications that can be focused on for
this analysis are 4, 6, 7, 14, 18, 30 and 36. These
numbers are used to identify the different categories
and can be identified in the legend on the map. These
Tapestries that were mentioned have an interest in golf
and other golf related activities.

•

4, 6, 7, and 18 contain the highest prosperity groups.

•

30 and 36 contain those with the most time to play but
will be more price sensitive.

TAPESTRY TARGETS

•

Boomburbs

24

Sophisticated Squires

Exurbanites

TAPESTRY TARGETS
25

Empty Nesters

Cozy Comfortable

TAPESTRY TARGETS
26

Retireees

Old & New

TAPESTRY TARGETS
27

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS
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Spending patterns of PETS, BD

Overall Impact

$13.10

$26.32

•

Due to proximity to the courses and the park, real
estate values in the area are approximately $3,500,000
higher than similar areas in Kenosha without such
amenities.

•

In an in person study (discussed later in this report),
over 400 people were surveyed on site regarding their
spending patterns. This data is both statistically
significant and provides insight into their current
customer base. In this survey it was discovered that
the average user of the course spends over $58 per
outing outside of the course in the local community
($66 if lodging is included).

•

This generates over $5,600,000 in revenue for local
area businesses.

•

The course itself provides over $2,700,000 in revenue.

•

Not counting the additional revenue this generates as
the local businesses and governments spend these
dollars, nor the money the courses employees spend
locally, the courses contribute over $11,600,000 in
economic impact annually to the community.

Shop
Food

$19.18

Gas

Tax Impact

The Courses contribute
approximately $108,900 in tax
revenue to the county
Increased Area
Property Tax
Values

$13,356
$28,011

$67,533

ECONOMIC IMPACT

Average Customer Spends $58.60
per Golf Outing outside the course,
excluding lodging

Sales Tax
Generated From
Patrons
Sales Tax
Returned From
Operations
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Revenue Data Per Round

PETS 2010 Actual

BD 2010 Actual

•
•

$14.89

$19.16

•

Food

$4.33

$4.25

•

Merchandise

$0.79

$0.91

•

Cart Rev

$5.78

$5.24

Greens Fees

•

Total Revenue

$25.80

$29.57

Most of the revenue created comes from Greens Fees.
In addition to this, food and cart rental account for
almost 35% of the revenue per round.
Merchandise is very negligible part of revenue for the
golf course.
The numbers for the pie chart are taken from the total
numbers PETS + BD.
More profitable courses are comparable in greens fees
but have much higher cart revenue. Some courses
have cart revenue per round as high as $9.00 or more.
Although the greens fees are higher at BD, the food
and cart revenue are lower than the less expensive
PETS.

Sources of Revenue

Greens Fees / Round
23%

TRACKING REVENUE PER ROUND

Per Round
Revenue

Key Observations

Food / Round
Merchandise / Round

3%
58%

Cart Rev / Round

16%
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Golf Shop Revenues per Round

Greens Fees per Round

$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.00
$1.00
$-

Greens Fees Revenue / Round
$30.00

$5.05

$24.78 $25.33

$25.00

$2.68

$2.43
$0.79 $0.91
PETS

BD

$0.34

$19.16

$20.00

$14.89

$16.48

$18.31

$21.29

$15.00
$10.00

$0.80

$5.00

NGF Nat Kenosha Moor Wanaki
Ave
City Downs

$-

Naga

PETS

BD

NGF Ave Kenosha Moor Wanaki
City
Downs

Naga

•

Both courses significantly underperform the area and
national average (source National Golf Foundation,
NGF, Municipal course national average data).

•

Both courses appear to realize less than their
competitors in revenue from greens fees, with PETS
underperforming the NGF national average.

•

Golf shop revenue makes up only 3% of total revenue
per round currently but could become 6-7% if it
mirrored the national average.

•

Some of this variation can be described by the top
end of course pricing found through calling as seen
below.

Minimum

Average

Maximum

BD

PER ROUND DATA

Merchandise Revenue / Round

PETS

Weekday w/o cart

$20.0

$26.7

$42.0

$26.0

$24.0

Weekday w/cart

$30.0

$42.0

$68.0

$42.0

$40.0

Weekend w/o cart

$23.0

$30.0

$42.0

$33.0

$32.0

Weekend w/ cart

$37.0

$47.0

$68.0

$49.0

$48.0
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Cart Fees per Round

Food Sold per Round

$10.00
$9.00
$8.00
$7.00
$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.00
$1.00
$0.00

Food Sold / Round
$9.00

$7.00
$5.88

$6.00
$5.78

$6.10
$5.24

$5.00

$5.68

$4.97

$5.44
$4.61

$4.33 $4.25

$4.00

$4.00

$3.00

$2.12 $2.18

$2.00
$1.00
PETS

BD

NGF Nat Kenosha Moor Wanaki
Ave
City Downs

Naga

$0.00

PETS

BD

NGF Nat Kenosha Moor Wanaki
Ave
City Downs

•

While both courses underperform compared to the national
average, they are generally in line with other courses in the region.

•

Greater detail is required to understand the profitability of either
venture, although data acquired from other professionals suggests
the carts should be profitable at this level, and the food services
division might not be profitable at this level.

PER ROUND DATA

Cart Fees / Round

Naga
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Course Utilization

Maintenance Expenses per Round

2,500

Maintenance Cost/Round

2,289

$8.00

$5.99

2,000

$6.00

1,500

1,209

$3.77

$4.00

1,000
$2.00

500

$0.00

PETS

PETS/BD

BD

•

BD is underutilized compared to PETS.

•

The Red Nine is the most underutilized of all, whether
putting the data in per hole or per 18 hole terms.

Brown County

•

Maintenance expenses are higher than other courses.
Unfortunately, only Brown county presented its
maintenance data in the local area. However
conversations with Waukesha/Moors indicate similar
levels.

•

Overall maintenance costs at PETS/BD have
skyrocketed over 80% since 2004, far outstripping any
measure of inflation or other cost category on the
books.

•

Note: PETS and BD report maintenance combined.

•

These numbers exclude personnel.

PER ROUND DATA

Rounds Played/Hole
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Operating Expenses/Round Excluding Depreciation

Key Observations

BD

$32.00

PETS

$22.67

Area Average

$38.34

•

•
•

PETS has the lowest operating expense per round of
any of the courses analyzed.
While PETS’ operating expense levels are similar to
other courses in the same sizing category, their usage
rate is much higher driving down their operating
expense per round.
BD’s average expense is still low considering the
average.
When looking at Green’s Fees in relation to the
operating expense, the ratios are steady with the area
standard at about 1.6 dollars of expense for every
dollar of greens fee; The BD ratio is slightly above the
norm.

BD
Area Average
Operating Expense per round
BD
Avg. Greens Fees

PETS

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE PER ROUND

•
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Key Observations

•

•

Largest 2011 Budgeted Items
– Temporary Salaries
– Full Time Salaries
– Other Operating Supplies
– Concession Stock
– Utilities

By keeping an eye on percentages, you can create
variance analysis. One could see variances in labor,
supplies, and utilities. One can also see if the variances
are caused by efficiency/inefficiency or for other
reasons.

Distribution of the 5 largest expenses

DISTRIBUTION OF COST

Cost Structure of combined courses

Distribution of Cost
5.7%

Salaries - Temp
Salaries - Full Time

13.6%
44.4%
16.0%

Other Operating Supplies
Concession Stock

20.3%
Utilities
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BD

PETS

Depreciation

1,608,356
254,237

Revenue

1,062,807

Depreciation

149,314

Difference

1,354,119

Difference

913,493

Operating Expense

1,740,813

Operating Expense

933,906

Difference

(386,649)

Difference

(20,413)

•

BD underperformed in 2010. Not accounting for
depreciation, and depending on how fixed costs are
allocated, BD lost somewhere between $125,000 $225,000 in 2010.

•

PETS performed adequately in 2010. Not accounting
for depreciation, and depending on how fixed costs are
allocated, PETS generated somewhere between
$50,000 - $150,000 in 2010.

•

In the above data, costs were split proportionately
based on factors such as usage rates, internal course
budget allocations, and share of holes.

•

In the above data, costs were split proportionately
based on factors such as usage rates, internal course
budget allocations, and share of holes.

•

Depreciation was estimated based on a 63/37 split.

•

Depreciation was estimated based on a 63/37 split.

•

The new accounting system should allow the course to
provide exact details of the split going forward and
rationale as to how it is chosen.

AN OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

Revenue
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Optimal Number of Holes
25.7 full time employees at BD (including proportionate
administrative splitting).

•

Total Compensation is approximately $1,002,000

•

However, the savings would not be proportionate in
reality as some personnel would be maintained
regardless of the shut down.

•

This duplication would require approximately 15 holes
to be closed to achieve optimal savings, depending on
staffing choices.

•

Compensation/hole = 1,002,000/45 = $22,666 per hole

•

Revenue less Depreciation Projected for 2011 at BD:
1,777,999 – 252,000 = 1,525,999

•

Given the cost to undo this decision, the partial savings
9 holes offers seems to be a more prudent decision.

•

Labor percentage 2009 = Compensation/Op costs
1,002,000/1,995,000= 50.2%

•

As the 9 hole course is already underutilized, the actual
cost per play for players using the course is the highest
of all the offerings the county has.

•

If labor costs are kept proportionately consistent:
50.2%* $1,525,999 (Budget)
= $766,051 Compensation Budget

•

By eliminating the 9 holes there could be a possibility of
reducing the labor cost to the level that could be
sustainable over time, increasing employee
satisfaction, reducing turnover, and increasing
scheduling stability.

•

Maintenance expenses would also decrease
immediately to more sustainable levels as
approximately 15-20% of the course grounds which
were previously high maintenance would require very
little maintenance.

$766,051/$22,666 (compensation per hole)
= 33.8 holes
33.8 holes can be staffed using the current labor rates
per hole and current revenue.
•

45-33.8=11.2

•

If all items are proportionate, the course should
eliminate 11.2 holes.

OPTIMAL NUMBER OF HOLES AT BD

•
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Net Present Value Analysis
Using course accounting information under the most
positive light (excluding any principle, interest, or
depreciation costs), three 10 year net present value
scenarios were run to determine its costs or savings in
terms of actual money today. A ROI, using the current
net assets of the course applied to the Red Nine is also
included for your convenience.

•

Assumptions: 3% after tax interest rate, 10 years of
operation.

•

Current course annual data:

•
•
•

Total Red Nine Revenue:
Maintenance costs on the Red Nine:
Contribution:

•

This is simply the amount the course contributes
towards other activities and does not charge for its
share of costs (see the bottom right corner for that
number). The course appears to have been a
disproportionately large contributor to overall net
losses.

•

$199,800
$172,298
$27,502

These numbers do not account for principle and
interest as stated above, nor depreciation, nor fixed
cost overhead, nor maintenance on concessions, sales,
parking, etc.. This is not in conformance with GAAP,
IFRS nor the principles of GASB nor FASB. This
contribution is lower than the other 36 holes at BD,
even accounting for its size.

•

If the Red Nine course shut down, however, it would
not lose all of the customers as BD has a great deal of
extra capacity for play. Current internal estimates put
the customer loss at 30% from shutting it down.
Therefore, Revenue if it were shut down would be:

•
•
•

Total Red Nine Revenue:
Less Customers Lost:
Realizable Revenue:

•
•
•
•

So the net savings If the course was sold off or donated
to a conservancy outside of the park would be:
Realizable Revenue:
$139,860
Less: Old Contribution:
($27,502)
New Contribution:
$112,358 / year

•
•

BD + PETS Net assets are approximately $3.5 million
Therefore Red Nine’s share is approximately $500,000.

•

On the following page, three scenarios are analyzed
with the above assumptions in place. It is also
assumed that the business operates each year as it is
currently without passing judgment on improvements
nor declines in business.
In the first scenario, expenses are allocated
proportionately to the average of course utilization and
number of holes (18.5%), yielding:
Total Red Nine Revenue:
$199,800
Proportion of Expenses
(not including notes nor depreciation) $322,050
Total Red Nine Loss 2010:
($122,250)

•

•
•
•
•

$199,800
($59,940)
$139,860

RED NINE – ANALYSIS

•
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Net Present Value Analysis
Scenario One:
– Keep the Red Nine open

•

Keeping the course open over 10 years, allocating
18.5% of the cost structure to the course and buying an
irrigation system in 2012 for $600,000 has a net
present value is ($1,747,594).

•

ROI = (1,747,594) /500,000

•

Scenario Two:
– Shut the Red Nine down and donate the assets
to a conservancy outside of Kenosha county or
sell the assets to a private party

•

Scenario Three:
– Shut the Red Nine down now, pay minimum
maintenance of $18,000 a year as raw land, and
pay $1.885 million in today’s money to resurface,
irrigate, and reopen the course in 2021. This
$1.885 million number is provided by the course
as their cost in today’s terms, and is not in line
with generalized estimates provided by the
GCBAA, ASGCA, nor DGA. Unusual conditions
and/or higher quality standards may exist which
may explain all or part of this deviation.

•

The Net Present Value of the loss is ($985,749).

•

ROI = (985,749) / 500,000

•

In all scenarios, no depreciation is accounted for, nor
ongoing external maintenance costs after 2015, nor
principle and interest on the notes. Including these
would adversely impact all scenarios. If the notes were
included the ROI in Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 would
respectively be (391%), 173%, (238%).

•

Bottom Line:
– Keeping the Red Nine open ROI
= (350%)
– Shutting the course down ROI
= 214%
– Shutting down, and reopening ROI = (197%)

= (350%)

•

Shutting down the Red Nine and disposing of it still
leaves a Net Present Value of the savings of
$1,070,794.

•

ROI = 1,070,794 / 500,000

•

All scenarios use methods not in keeping with FASB
nor GASB to emulate current data collection
techniques.

= 214%

= (197%)

RED NINE – ANALYSIS
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Breakeven Analysis
Using course accounting information (nonFASB/GASB), Red Nine is the least profitable of all of
the county’s courses. It’s contribution margin is the
least of BD’s three even when taking into account its
size relative to the other two courses.

•

Looking under the most positive light possible, where
maintenance costs do not change, but players flock to
the course, the level of play increase required to offset
savings from shutting down looks to be around 60% as
follows:

•
•
•
•

Net Savings from Shutdown each year $112,358
Total Revenue/Round at BD currently $29.57 (est)
Current rounds played: 9,250
Round increase required to offset savings (breakeven
point) at the Red Nine: 3,800

•

Business at the Red Nine must therefore increase
approximately 41% to breakeven versus shutting down.

•

This is a bad assumption however as maintenance
expenses would certainly increase. Therefore
business must increase approximately 50-65% for the
Red Nine to justify its existence financially as it stands
currently, assuming accurate data.

•

This does not include any current anticipated spending,
which would make the number higher .

•

These assumptions are based on current course data
and do NOT include depreciation nor principle nor
interest payments. Inclusion of any of these items
would increase the amount of play required.

•

When including having to pay on current and/or future
obligations and depreciation, the level of play is
required to increase over 110% versus donating the
course to a conservancy outside of Kenosha county
(i.e. Bong), or selling off the land.

•

Bottom Line: It is unlikely that the Red Nine will be
profitable for quite some time. Business at the Red
Nine must increase approximately 60% for the Red 9 to
begin to justify its existence financially as it stands.

RED NINE – FURTHER ANALYSIS
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Red Nine Considerations
The decision surrounding whether to keep Red Nine open or not has major consequences and therefore requires careful
consideration. The following “T-chart” lists some of the major reasons to keep the course open and to close it.

Reasons to keep Red Nine open

Reasons to close Red Nine

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

As noted above, it is a part of the facilities that generate
tax revenues from gas, restaurants, shopping, and
lodging.
Red Nine provides salaries to their workers, which
spend money in the community.
It is a part of the facilities that generate tax revenues for
the state.
It is a part of the facilities that offer recreation and
exercise opportunities for country residents.
It is a part of the facilities that offer entertainment
opportunities for business people.
The Red Nine, in particular, could be a source of
training for new players to enter the sport.
The Red Nine is particularly beautiful course that offers
an opportunity to connect with nature.

•
•

•
•

•
•

Data indicates that the county will save more than
$1,000,000 with the closing of Red Nine.
Business at the Red Nine would have to increase
approximately 60% to breakeven.
Data suggests that BD customers are seeking a
“professional” experience, which does not include a 9hole course.
There are more than 15 other local area golf courses
that offer opportunities to learn the sport of golf.
Investments in the future of this course could help grow
the overall number of golfers, but could also drive
private small business under who would be less able to
compete with a subsidized premier golfing experience,
resulting in other course closures and a decreased tax
base.
White 18 and Blue 18 are under utilized and could offer
the opportunity to play only 9 holes of golf.
Unlike PETS, the data suggests that real estate
property values are not impacted due to their proximity
to BD.

RED NINE CONSIDERATIONS
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LOCAL GOLF SCENE AND TRENDS

42

Rounds Played – National Trends
Golf rounds in the last ten years have stayed considerably stable in the U.S.

•

Rounds have dropped 2.9 million (around 0.6%) from 489 million in 2008 to 486 million in 2009.

•

From total annual rounds five years ago, it has decreased about 3% .

•

People are managing their cost by playing less expensive courses and playing at off-peak times.

•

2010 Finalized numbers were slightly down nationally and in the Midwest (excluding December, January, February).

•

Wisconsin overall had rounds up slightly in 2010.

•

2011 Data has rounds played in Wisconsin down approximately 10% from 2010 data through the end of July.

•

*Source – National Golf Foundation (NGF) Data

FEES AND TRENDS

•
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Golf Participation – National Trends
The number of golfers has declined 5.1% from 2008 to
2009. That trend appears to continue locally.

•

Over the past five years, numbers have decreased
about 9% (around 2.7 million).

•

Golf is still the number one individual outdoor sport and
has around 27.1 million participants.

•

15.3 million of the participants play at least 8 or more
times in a year.

•

Since the number of golfers has declined over the
years and annual golf rounds have stayed around the
same, this suggests that the people who did play,
played more rounds of golf. That trend may be
beginning to diverge in 2011 as current data suggests
that both the number of golfers and number of rounds
is declining.

•

*Source – National Golf Foundation (NGF) Data

FEES AND TRENDS

•
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Equipment Sales – National Trends
Equipment sales peaked around 2005-2006, but have
declined since that time.

•

Club units have decreased by 21% and dollars 27%.

•

Golf Ball units decreased by 25% while dollars by 17%.

•

Since equipment sales have significantly decreased
and the number of golfers has decreased over the past
few years while the annual golf rounds have remotely
stayed the same, this suggests that the people who are
golfing have kept the same equipment and have not
spent money on buying new clubs and golf balls.

•

This is particularly distressing for the next few years of
the sport as active participants have declined to invest
in their own sport. This could lead to dramatic declines
in the quantity of golfers should the trend continue.

•

*Source – National Golf Foundation (NGF) Data

FEES AND TRENDS

•
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Observations

1. Johnson Park
2. Washington Park
3. Muskego Lakes
4. Bristol Oaks
5. Ives Grove
6. Browns Lake
7. Rivermoor
8. Shepherd’s Crook
9. Evergreen
10. Twin Lakes
11. Edgewood
12. Maple Crest
13. Spring Valley

•

The 13 competitors listed to the left are considered
competition to both BD and PETS because they are
located within range of one another and they are
comparable on multiple levels such as pricing and level
of play.

•

A telephone survey, designed by Carthage students,
was conducted over the course of the summer.
Detailed information regarding concession pricing,
alcohol pricing, hours of operation, and busy times
were noted. The survey was conducted on a mix of
week and weekend days.

•

The survey offers highly detailed information which
may be accessed by clicking Worksheet Options, Open
in the box below:
THIS IS IN ORDER OF PRIORITY. DON’T SKIP AROUND. START FROM THE BEGINNING AND WRivermoor

TWIN LAKES

JOHNSON PARK

What are your hours of operation?

6am-9pm

6:30 am -8:30 pm

5:30 am - 9pm

530 am til whenever it gets dark

6am til last person leaves course 8 9 10 pm

sunrise to sunset

6am-9pm

5am-8pm

6am-6pm

usually 6am-6:30pm, but it depends on when it gets dark.

What months of the year are you open?

March-November

Browns Lake

March-November

Shepherd's Crook

March-December

Brighton Dale

end of march til november

Ives Grove

march- first snow fal

all year weather permit ing

april 1st dec 1

all year

march-nov

What are your greens fees?

18 weekdays walking is 23 with cart is 32 on weeekends its walking 28 and with cart its 37

$42 walking is most expensive $37 for resident and $27 for zion resident

resident 18 holes is $23.50 none res 28.50 senior 19.50
42

26

PETS

EVERGREEN

non seniors during week its 25 walking 40 riding for 18 holes 1650 for non seniors 25 riding for 9 holes SENIOR RATES 18 walking is 1650 2750 riding 9 holes walking is 9 and riding is 16
28.5

25

24

18 and 9 holes before and after one twilight fees dif on weekday vs weekends
28.5

WASHINGTON PARK

23

20

24.5

Weekday w/ cart

32

44

68

42

44

40

40

29.95

38

40.5

Weekend w/o cart

28

30.5

42

33

30.5

25

32

29.95

27

25.5

Weekend w/ cart

37

46

68

49

46

40

48

47.5

45

41.5
one game and access to the concessions stand and bar

18

18

1845 (two 18 holes and one 9)

27 (18 and another 9) red white and blue each week 18 hole changes

Is there a yearly membership fee?

yes, for singles is 1150 (just walking) its extra 675 for a cart. If you pay before feb 1st 1025 season pass is $800 and for a senior is $650

no

yes there are dif erent levels: adult pass 1495 silver pass 995 that’s just walking unlimitedno

Is there a type of rewards system or a punch card system?

20 hole punch system (9 holes with cart) that’s $375

yes ' 10 play punch card' 10 18 hole round for $225 for a senior is $144

no

punch cards for 5 10 or 20 rounds 320 for weekend for 18 holes.

Do you have golf carts provided or do they have to be rented?
Do you have caddy's?

yes
no

yes at a separate fee of 15.50 for 18 holes and the fee for seniors is 14
no

rented for a separate fee of $13 per person
no

if rented its 18 dollars for 18 holes but if you have adult pass its included. 16-20 range rented. 31 dollars for 18 and 1550 for 9 holes
no
no

Do you have a country club/pavilion? If the answer to this is no then they probably don’t no

they have a dining room/café

no but they have a club house

cafeteria

pavilion and outside area for banquets

What kinds of concessions do you have?

yes, gril and concession area

yes

yes. Beverage carts fish frys

yes

yes (bar area)

Prices of those concessions: one hot dog, a beer, chips, hamburger, water bottle etc water 175 soda 200 gatorade 250 beer domestic 300 hot dog is 250

hamb. Is $5.25 (with fries) brat is 3.25 (with chips) water is $2.00

18 or 9

27

many dif erent depending on age and what you want from unlimited couple (unlimited g no

yes, adult season is 820 that is fro browns lake and ives grove couple is 1230 for both placeno there is a frequent cart pass. You can purchase a 10 cart ride for 110 instead of 150 anyono
either part of fee or rented seperatly for 15
no

no

20-punch card for $240, can use this anywhere on the course

yes, 10 games for $100

18
single player, unlimited golf: $1,800 couples' membership: $ 2,500 no cart, unlimited
play:$1,100 several other deals on membership available
for every dollar spent, a 3% reward gets credited to the account, and after someone
acrues around $15 or so, they're free to spend it on whatever (food, pro shop, carts, etc.)

yes, see above for prices
no

yes, pull carts and gas $15.50 for 2 adults in a cart, $8.50 for one
no

$15 cart rental
no

yes but no longer country club. Its called a banquet facility.

no,no

yes open to public, privately owned

both

concessions stand and ful bar

clubhouse with a gril

golfer's pub/patio also has two larger rooms used mostly for outings and weddings

yes

dinning room/pub

yes

hamburgers, wide variety of sandwiches, salads, etc.

hamburgers. hotdogs, sandwiches, a few salads, fries, onion rings, etc.

ful menu

hot dog:3 brats are 4 italian sausage 450 and hamb 4

Petrifying Springs: water 2.00,hot dogs 3.25 fountain drink $1.75, beer domestic $3.25, imports 3.75, brats 3.75, hamburger 4.95

didn't know offhand

current special (chicken salad sandwich, potato salad and a drink) is $3.75 didn't know
prices offhand
didn't know offhand

beer and mixed drinks (any and all)
no

yes, beer and mike's hard lemonade
no

ful bar
darts, not used much

yes, mostly equipment and gear, not a large selection of clothes

being built soon

ful y equipped pro-shop-clubs, balls, equipment, clothing, etc.

yes, $10 for 9 holes, $20 for 18

yes

rental, not many for sale

yes
no

beer domestic:2.50 import 3.50
no

yes domestic beer: 3.75
no

yes domestic beer is 2.75 import is 350
no

yes
no

yes
no

Do you have a gift shop?

yes

yes

yes

pro shop

yes, and driving range and putting greens

pro shop sell golf clothes and equip

yes

yes

Do you rent/sell golf balls/clubs?

yes they sell and rent

no rentals. But they are for purchase

sell golf balls but rent clubs. They also sell clothing and acessories

rent clubs for 15 (premium) 10 regular.

no rentals

clubs are rented for 10 bucks

yes
shirts hats bags jackets gloves carts shoes

yes

Victoria Martinez

Sean Knudson
Bristol Oaks (262)-857-2302
Ives Grove (262) 878-3714
Brighton Dale (262)-878-1440

68

18
$755 for a yearly membership, can play as many games as you want whenever you want
(must stil pay for cart rental and a $1 surcharge)
no

yes outdoor gril open at 10

red (9) blue is most popular (easier)

42

37

no

Brighton Dale: water $2, hot dogs $3.25, fountain drinks $1.75, beer domestic $3.25, beer i hot 4.15 ham 5.50

no all the same

68

23

49 $ 47.00
one game and access to golfer's pub, patio, and bar
9

yes
no

yes
rent clubs everything else available for purchase

42

34 $ 30.04

$915 yearly due

yes, domestic beer (can) is $3 imports $3.50
no

Johnson Park (887)-833-4887
Washington Park (262)-653-4090
Muskego Lakes (414)-425-6500

one game and access to the concessions stand and bar

20

43.5 $ 42.00 29.95

separate fee per person depends on course
no

yes
yes darts and gambling games

Below are the phone numbers and courses that you wil be calling… I have put your name in bold and below
wil be the courses that you wil call.

28.5 $ 26.71

23

no

no

18

22

yes in price of green fee
no

Do you sell alcohol?
Do you have bar games? Darts? Pool? (assuming there is a bar)

Specific to BD Golf Course:
Since it is a 45 hole course does the pricing depend on what course is played?
What is the set up (meaning how are the courses set up)
Which course is the most popular?

MUSKEGO LAKES

y
p
y
yp
play and pay later
6:30 AM until dark
weather permit ing. they never really close, opening as soon as the ground thaws and
staying open until things start to freeze
weather permit ing. usually open when it's 40 degrees or warmer until it starts snowing March-Oct./Nov. (weather depending)
9-hole,walking: $13.21 9-hole with cart: $21.75 18-hole, walking:$24.50 18-hole with cart: reg.adult-$11 early bird adult-$8.50 juniors-$6.50 always. they also have a promotion
$40.50. weekends are one dollar more. they currently have a deal where on weekdays going where you buy one regular adult and get one junior free, mon-thurs. until 4pm
Average Minimum Maximum

Weekday w/o cart

What exactly does that entail?
How many holes?

28.5

Bristol Oaks

LOCAL GOLF SCENE – FEES AND TRENDS

13 Key Competitors

Heidi Chronowski
Rivermoor (262)-534-2500
Browns Lake (262)-763-6065
Shepherd's Crook (847)-872-2080

Tabitha Bell
Edgewood (262)-662-3110
Maple Crest (262)-859-2887
Spring Valley (262)-862-2626
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Key Observations

•

•

•

•

Beginning of March through November was a standard
for many of the courses that responded to our
informational survey.

PETS and BD fit right in with this range of working
months.
–

BD operates from approximately the end of
March through November.

–

PETS operates from April 1st to December 1st.

Several of the courses remain open all year round
weather permitting.
Other courses judge their opening day by the
temperature or the quality of the greens.
–

One of the competitors stated that when the
temperature outdoors is 40 degrees they are
open for business while another said that once
the ground thaws out they open and they do not
close until the first thick snow falls.

OPERATING TIMES

Months of Operation

47

Key Observations

•

Earliest competitor opening: 5:00 am

•

•

Latest closing: 9:00 pm

•

BD: 5:30 am – dusk

It is evident that the courses at hand fit in perfectly with
their competition. Both BD and PETS fall within the
range of hours of operation. This shows that they are
capturing all of the possible daylight hours making it
easy for golfers to play a round of golf when they have
time.

•

PETS: 6:00am - 9:00pm
•

Refer to the attached spreadsheet for hours of
utilization for each of the courses.

THIS IS IN ORDER OF PRIORITY. DON’T SKIP AROUND. START FROM THE BEGINNING AND WRivermoor

TWIN LAKES

JOHNSON PARK

What are your hours of operation?

6am-9pm

6:30 am -8:30 pm

5:30 am - 9pm

530 am til whenever it gets dark

6am til last person leaves course 8 9 10 pm

sunrise to sunset

6am-9pm

5am-8pm

6am-6pm

usually 6am-6:30pm, but it depends on when it gets dark.

What months of the year are you open?

March-November

Browns Lake

March-November

Shepherd's Crook

March-December

Brighton Dale

end of march til november

Ives Grove

march- first snow fal

all year weather permit ing

april 1st dec 1

all year

march-nov

What are your greens fees?

18 weekdays walking is 23 with cart is 32 on weeekends its walking 28 and with cart its 37

$42 walking is most expensive $37 for resident and $27 for zion resident

resident 18 holes is $23.50 none res 28.50 senior 19.50
42

26

PETS

EVERGREEN

non seniors during week its 25 walking 40 riding for 18 holes 1650 for non seniors 25 riding for 9 holes SENIOR RATES 18 walking is 1650 2750 riding 9 holes walking is 9 and riding is 16
28.5

25

24

18 and 9 holes before and after one twilight fees dif on weekday vs weekends
28.5

WASHINGTON PARK

23

20

24.5

Weekday w/ cart

32

44

68

42

44

40

40

29.95

38

40.5

Weekend w/o cart

28

30.5

42

33

30.5

25

32

29.95

27

25.5

Weekend w/ cart

37

46

68

49

46

40

48

47.5

45

41.5
one game and access to the concessions stand and bar

18

18

1845 (two 18 holes and one 9)

27 (18 and another 9) red white and blue each week 18 hole changes

Is there a yearly membership fee?

yes, for singles is 1150 (just walking) its extra 675 for a cart. If you pay before feb 1st 1025 season pass is $800 and for a senior is $650

no

yes there are dif erent levels: adult pass 1495 silver pass 995 that’s just walking unlimitedno

Is there a type of rewards system or a punch card system?

20 hole punch system (9 holes with cart) that’s $375

yes ' 10 play punch card' 10 18 hole round for $225 for a senior is $144

no

punch cards for 5 10 or 20 rounds 320 for weekend for 18 holes.

Do you have golf carts provided or do they have to be rented?
Do you have caddy's?

yes
no

yes at a separate fee of 15.50 for 18 holes and the fee for seniors is 14
no

rented for a separate fee of $13 per person
no

if rented its 18 dollars for 18 holes but if you have adult pass its included. 16-20 range rented. 31 dollars for 18 and 1550 for 9 holes
no
no

Do you have a country club/pavilion? If the answer to this is no then they probably don’t hno

they have a dining room/café

no but they have a club house

cafeteria

pavilion and outside area for banquets

What kinds of concessions do you have?

yes, gril and concession area

yes

yes. Beverage carts fish frys

yes

yes (bar area)

Prices of those concessions: one hot dog, a beer, chips, hamburger, water bottle etc water 175 soda 200 gatorade 250 beer domestic 300 hot dog is 250

hamb. Is $5.25 (with fries) brat is 3.25 (with chips) water is $2.00

18 or 9

27

many dif erent depending on age and what you want from unlimited couple (unlimited g no

yes, adult season is 820 that is fro browns lake and ives grove couple is 1230 for both placeno there is a frequent cart pass. You can purchase a 10 cart ride for 110 instead of 150 anyono
either part of fee or rented seperatly for 15
no

no

28.5 $ 26.71

23

one game and access to the concessions stand and bar

68

23

42

49 $ 47.00

37

68

one game and access to golfer's pub, patio, and bar

$915 yearly due

18
$755 for a yearly membership, can play as many games as you want whenever you want
(must stil pay for cart rental and a $1 surcharge)
no

no

20-punch card for $240, can use this anywhere on the course

yes, 10 games for $100

18
single player, unlimited golf: $1,800 couples' membership: $ 2,500 no cart, unlimited
play:$1,100 several other deals on membership available
for every dollar spent, a 3% reward gets credited to the account, and after someone
acrues around $15 or so, they're free to spend it on whatever (food, pro shop, carts, etc.)

yes, see above for prices
no

yes, pull carts and gas $15.50 for 2 adults in a cart, $8.50 for one
no

$15 cart rental
no

9

yes but no longer country club. Its called a banquet facility.

no,no

yes open to public, privately owned

both

concessions stand and ful bar

clubhouse with a gril

golfer's pub/patio also has two larger rooms used mostly for outings and weddings

yes outdoor gril open at 10

yes

dinning room/pub

yes

hamburgers, wide variety of sandwiches, salads, etc.

hamburgers. hotdogs, sandwiches, a few salads, fries, onion rings, etc.

ful menu

Brighton Dale: water $2, hot dogs $3.25, fountain drinks $1.75, beer domestic $3.25, beer i hot 4.15 ham 5.50

hot dog:3 brats are 4 italian sausage 450 and hamb 4

Petrifying Springs: water 2.00,hot dogs 3.25 fountain drink $1.75, beer domestic $3.25, imports 3.75, brats 3.75, hamburger 4.95

didn't know offhand

current special (chicken salad sandwich, potato salad and a drink) is $3.75 didn't know
prices offhand
didn't know offhand

beer and mixed drinks (any and all)
no

yes, beer and mike's hard lemonade
no

ful bar
darts, not used much

yes, mostly equipment and gear, not a large selection of clothes

being built soon

ful y equipped pro-shop-clubs, balls, equipment, clothing, etc.

yes, $10 for 9 holes, $20 for 18

yes

rental, not many for sale

yes, domestic beer (can) is $3 imports $3.50
no

yes
no

beer domestic:2.50 import 3.50
no

yes domestic beer: 3.75
no

yes domestic beer is 2.75 import is 350
no

yes
no

yes
no

Do you have a gift shop?

yes

yes

yes

pro shop

yes, and driving range and putting greens

pro shop sell golf clothes and equip

yes

yes

Do you rent/sell golf balls/clubs?

yes they sell and rent

no rentals. But they are for purchase

sell golf balls but rent clubs. They also sell clothing and acessories

rent clubs for 15 (premium) 10 regular.

no rentals

clubs are rented for 10 bucks

yes
shirts hats bags jackets gloves carts shoes

yes

yes
no

yes
rent clubs everything else available for purchase

42

34 $ 30.04

separate fee per person depends on course
no

yes
yes darts and gambling games

20

43.5 $ 42.00 29.95

no

no

18

22

yes in price of green fee
no

Do you sell alcohol?
Do you have bar games? Darts? Pool? (assuming there is a bar)

Specific to BD Golf Course:
Since it is a 45 hole course does the pricing depend on what course is played?
What is the set up (meaning how are the courses set up)
Which course is the most popular?

MUSKEGO LAKES

y
p
y
yp
play and pay later
6:30 AM until dark
weather permit ing. they never really close, opening as soon as the ground thaws and
staying open until things start to freeze
weather permit ing. usually open when it's 40 degrees or warmer until it starts snowing March-Oct./Nov. (weather depending)
9-hole,walking: $13.21 9-hole with cart: $21.75 18-hole, walking:$24.50 18-hole with cart: reg.adult-$11 early bird adult-$8.50 juniors-$6.50 always. they also have a promotion
$40.50. weekends are one dollar more. they currently have a deal where on weekdays going where you buy one regular adult and get one junior free, mon-thurs. until 4pm
Average Minimum Maximum

Weekday w/o cart

What exactly does that entail?
How many holes?

28.5

Bristol Oaks

HOURS OF OPERATION

Hours of Operation

no all the same
red (9) blue is most popular (easier)

Below are the phone numbers and courses that you wil be calling… I have put your name in bold and below
wil be the courses that you wil call.

Victoria Martinez
Johnson Park (887)-833-4887
Washington Park (262)-653-4090
Muskego Lakes (414)-425-6500

Sean Knudson
Bristol Oaks (262)-857-2302
Ives Grove (262) 878-3714
Brighton Dale (262)-878-1440

Heidi Chronowski
Rivermoor (262)-534-2500
Browns Lake (262)-763-6065
Shepherd's Crook (847)-872-2080

Tabitha Bell
Edgewood (262)-662-3110
Maple Crest (262)-859-2887
Spring Valley (262)-862-2626
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $2.50

•

Both courses match each other at a price of $3.25.

•

Although the customer base at PETS is price sensitive,
there were few complaints regarding food prices,
indicating that there is room to leave prices unchanged.
However, to create a better spread against brat pricing,
a $0.25 decrease to the area average might improve
results.

•

Bottom Line: Decrease Hot Dog prices by $0.25 at
PETS. Leave BD Hot Dog pricing alone.

• Area Average: $3.00
• Maximum: $3.25

HOT DOGS

Fountain Drink Pricing

Hot Dogs
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $3.25

•

Brats and sausages are among the most popular
choices at the courses, a perfect summer food.
However, the prices of these go to foods differ greatly.

•

At $3.75, both courses appear to be appropriately
priced. A $0.20 increase at BD is likely to go
unnoticed.

•

Bottom Line: Leave Brat pricing unchanged at PETS.
Increase prices by $0.20 at BD.

• Area Average: $3.79
• Maximum: $4.50
Brats & Sausages

BRATS AND SAUSAGE

Brats Pricing

5
4
3
2
1
0
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $4.00

•

Hamburgers are another great golfing food in the area.

•

A quick phone call to the concession stand indicates
PETS is able to receive $0.20 more than BD currently
($4.95).

•

Bottom Line: Increase Hamburger prices to $4.95 at
BD. Leave pricing unchanged at PETS.

• Area Average: $4.80

HAMBURGERS

Hamburger Pricing

• Maximum: $5.50
Hamburgers
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $1.75

•

Bottled water pricing is very consistent in the area.

•

Given the consistency in pricing and the need for water
on the course, the current pricing structure appears
correct.

•

Bottom Line: Leave water prices unchanged.

• Area Average: $1.94
• Maximum: $2.00

WATER (BOTTLED)

Bottled Water Pricing

Bottled Water
2.1
2
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $1.75

•

BD and PETS both are at the low end of fountain drink
pricing.

•

The decision to increase pricing here should be driven
by margins.

•

Historically fountain drinks are one of the largest
margin items at the concession stand.

•

Bottom Line: Increase pricing at both courses above
that of water if the margins are lower than bottled
water. Otherwise keep prices below that of bottled
water.

• Area Average: $2.00
• Maximum: $2.75

FOUNTAIN DRINKS

Fountain Drink Pricing

Fountain Drinks
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $2.75

•

Not all of the competitors sell alcohol beverages so it is
certainly a competitive advantage for the courses that
do sell alcohol because they are able to offer more
products to their customers.

• Area Average: $3.16

•

Both courses appear appropriately priced here.

•

There may be room for a $0.25 increase at BD.

•

Bottom Line: Leave Domestic Beer pricing
unchanged.

• Maximum: $3.75

BEER (DOMESTIC)

Beer Pricing

Domestic Beer
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
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Key Observations

• Minimum Price: $3.25

•

For this category of concessions all of the prices were
very closely aligned.

•

For price differentiation, a $0.50 spread between
Domestic and Imports appears to be the correct
strategy for the area.

•

Bottom Line: Leave Import Beer pricing unchanged at
$0.50 over Domestic pricing.

• Area Average: $3.65

BEER (IMPORT)

Import Beer Pricing

• Maximum: $3.75
Import Beer
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.3
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MARKETING RESEARCH RESULTS
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Notes

•

•
•
•
•

•

402 surveys completed :
– July 29-Aug 1, 2011
– 201 from Petrifying Springs
– 201 from Brighton Dale
Surveys Conducted:
– July 29, Petrifying Springs 75 surveys
– July 30, Brighton Dale 105 surveys
– July 31, Petrifying Springs 126 surveys
– Aug 1, Brighton Dale 96 surveys
Each course had a week day & a weekend survey day.
Weather conditions were similar for all survey days:
– Sunny, very warm.
All surveys were administrated by Velocity Consulting .
Abbreviations:
– “PETS” = Petrifying Springs Golf Course
– “BD” = Brighton Dale Golf Course
Verbatim comments from the survey are located in the
last section of this report.

MARKETING SURVEY – INTRODUCTION

•

Survey Used
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Customer Profile

•

One would assume that two golf courses a mere 15 miles apart would serve the same customers. However, after a
thorough analysis, the customer profiles at each course are quite different. The table below clearly illustrate this.

•

All of these customer traits are supported by census data, GIS data and a comprehensive marketing survey of 402
customers (201 customers at each course) conducted by Velocity Consulting.

•

These traits are in no particular order and some of the descriptors are slightly exaggerated merely to illustrate the
differences.

Petrifying Springs Customer Profile

Brighton Dale Customer Profile

Lower Income

Higher Income

Lives close to the course

Lives far away

Loyal

Fickle

Frugal

Extravagant

Light User

Heavy User

Older

Younger

Amateur

Professional

CUSTOMER PROFILES

The Tale of Two Courses
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Petrifying Springs

Key Observations
Both courses preformed in a similar manner in
attracting new customers.

•

Interesting to note that both the rural course (Brighton
Dale) and the urban course (Petrifying Springs) drew
approximately the same number of new customers.

•

It is encouraging that both courses are attracting new
customers.

New Customers
164, 82%
Existing
Customers

Brighton Dale

40, 20%

EXISTING VS NEW CUSTOMERS

37, 18%

•

New Customers

161, 80%
Existing
Customers
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PETS – Location of Current Customers

Key Observations

12, 7%

6, 4%

WI
146, 89%

IL
Other

BD – Location of Current Customers

1, 1%
25, 15%
WI
135, 84%

BD has twice as many existing customers from IL
verses PETS.

CURRENT CUSTOMERS – LOCATION

•

IL
Other
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PETS – Location of NEW Customers

Key Observations
Surprisingly, PETS has a higher percentage of new
customers from IL.

•

Possible explanation: could be people on a business
trip from IL to meet with Racine/Kenosha customers.
PETS would be more convenient for these people.

1, 3%

16, 43%
20, 54%

WI
IL
Other

BD – Location of NEW Customers

3, 8%

13, 32%

NEW CUSTOMERS – LOCATION

•

WI
24, 60%

IL
Other
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PETS – Top 10 Zip Codes vs All Others (All Customers)

Key Observations
Major difference in geographical distribution of the
customers between the two courses.

•

PETS is highly concentrated, with 62% of their
customers coming from 10 zip codes.

•

BD is far more diverse as their top 10 zip codes only
represent 36% of their customers.

•

The following 2 pages graphically represent this data in
the form of a GIS map.

77, 38%
124, 62%

Top 10 Zip
Codes

BD – Top 10 Zip Codes vs All Others (All Customers)

72, 36%
129, 64%

TOP 10 ZIP CODES VS ALL OTHER

•

Top 10 Zip
Codes

62

Geographical Distribution - PETS

Key Observations

Key Observations

•

PETS current customers are highly concentrated.

•

New customers are still concentrated.

•

Very few PETS customers come from BD’s home zip
code.

•

PETS received no new customers from DB’s home zip
code.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION - PETS

Geographical Distribution - PETS
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Geographical Distribution - BD

Key Observations

Key Observations

•

BD current customers are geographically highly
diverse.

•

BD new customers are also geographically highly
diverse.

•

A fair number of customers come from PETS’s home
zip code.

•

Interestingly, no new customers came from BD’s home
zip code.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION - BD

Geographical Distribution - BD
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Top 10 Zip Codes – ALL Customers
BD
53142
53105
53151
53144
53158
53143
53221
53168
53402
53140

22
22
15
14
12
11
8
8
7
5

Key Observations

Very dissimilar list of top 10 zip codes for each course.

12
11
8
7
7
7
5
5
5
5

Key Observations

Ave AGI 2004 (Individual) – Top Ten Zip Codes
$52,000
$51,000
$50,000
$49,000
$48,000
$47,000
$46,000
$45,000
$44,000
$43,000
$42,000

•

$50,832

$45,460

PETS

BD

•

Income was not recorded in the marketing survey.

•

However, income can be estimated by analyzing the
income from the top 10 zip codes for each course.

•

The average AGI (Adjusted Gross Income-2004) is
significantly higher for BD customers.

TOP 10 ZIP CODES & INCOME – ALL CUSTOMERS

PETS
53140
53144
53142
53406
53143
53403
53402
53405
53158
60087

Key Observations
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Yearly Rounds of Golf by Customer Type (Average)

56.4

52.3

•

BD appears to attract heavier users as their new
customers golf 53.8 times per year verses 32.4 rounds
for new PETS customers.

•

PETS’ new customers only golf 32.4 per year. This
represents a 39.7% difference between the two
courses.

•

When considering ALL customers, the average BD
customer golfs 15% more in season than the average
PETS customer.

•

Clearly the BD customer is a heavier user of golf than
the PETS customer.

53.8

50
40

32.4
Current

30

NEW

20
10
0
PETS

BD

Yearly Rounds of Golf ALL Customers (Average)

58
55.9

56
54
52
50

48.6

48

ROUNDS OF GOLF BY CUSTOMER TYPE
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Key Observations

46
44
PETS

BD
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Total Dollars Spent ALL Customers

Key Observations
•

The average golfer (at both PETS and BD) spends
$66.99 per golf outing.

•

In 2010, PETS & BD combined for 95,600 rounds of
golf.

$14,000
$13,800
$13,600
$13,400
$13,145

$13,200
$13,000
$12,800

Scenario #1 (Including Lodging)
– Total revenue impact on the surrounding
community was $6,404,244.
– Assume 0.5% county sales tax.
– In 2010, PETS & BD generated $32,021 in
county sales tax.

ECONOMIC IMPACT

$14,114

$14,200

$12,600
PETS

BD

Average Customer Spending (both courses)

Average Customer Spends $66.99
per Golf Outing

$13.10 $8.39
$19.18

Scenario #2 (Excluding Lodging)
– Total revenue impact on the surrounding
community was $ 5,602,160
– Assume 0.5% county sales tax
– In 2010, PETS & BD generated $28,010 in
county sales tax.

Lodging
$26.32

Shop
Food
Gas
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Key Observations

$250.00

•

PETS average customers spend about 7.6% more than
the average BD customer. $70.37 vs $65.40.

•

The PETS new customers spend about 12.9% more
than their current customers ($77.46 vs $68.59).

•

Surprising, the BD new customer spends about 11.1%
less than their current customers ($58.12 vs $65.40).

•

As expected, the customers from IL spend more than
the customers from WI at both courses. This could be
because they plan on stopping at the outlet mall on the
way home.

•

Note: the “Other” values are high due to the longer
distance travelled and the low number of “Other”
customers.

$213

$200.00
$150.00

WI
IL
Other

$130.67

$100.00
$50.00
$0.00

$52.15

$54.58

$74.22

$61.57

PETS

BD

Average Dollars Spent by Customer Type

$80.00
$75.00
$70.00
$65.00
$60.00
$55.00
$50.00

$77.46
$70.37
$65.40

DOLLARS SPENT BY CUSTOMER

Average Dollars Spent by State

New
Current

$58.12

$68.59

$67.20

PETS

BD

ALL
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PETS – Average Dollars Spent by Type (ALL Customers)

$14.37 ,
21%
Lodging

$21.15 ,
30%

$20.66 ,
30%

Shop
Food
Gas

BD– Average Dollars Spent by Type (ALL Customers)

$13.00 ,
20%

•

There is a different buying pattern between the two
courses.

•

BD customers spend more on shopping. This could be
because more customers from IL may stop at the outlet
malls.

DOLLARS SPENT BY TYPE

$13.20 ,
19%

Key Observations

$2.41 ,
4%
Lodging

$17.21 ,
27%

$32.01 ,
49%

Shop
Food
Gas
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PETS – Share of Wallet (Current Cust) Rounds per Year

PETS
Other
Courses

33.6,
64%

•

PETS current customers are more loyal than BD
customers.

•

PETS customers spend 36% of their time golfing at
PETS, while BD customers spend 23% of their time
golfing at BD.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY

18.7,
36%

Key Observations

BD– Share of Wallet (Current Cust) Rounds per Year

13.2,
23%
BD

43.2,
77%

Other
Courses
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PETS-Improve One Thing

Amenities

30%

•

Price is the dominate theme (40%) with PETS
customers.

•

Clearly the PETS customer are price sensitive.

•

The second concern was course conditions.
– Most of the “course conditions” comments were
more suggestions (i.e. “move hole”, “change
par”…)

Course Conditions
Tee Times

16%

Price

BD-Improve One Thing

8%

16%

24%

Key Observations
•

Course Conditions is the dominate theme (52%) with
BD customers.
– Most comments concerning course conditions
were legitimate (i.e. “Fix cart paths, “Cut
grass”…)

•

Interesting to note that price is 3rd. BD customers
appear to be far less sensitive to price.

Amenities
Course Conditions

52%

“IMPROVE ONE THING”

14%

40%

Key Observations

Tee Times
Price
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“Why did you choose to golf here?” (1-7 Scale)

Key Observations

Next
Activitity

Friends

Staff

•
Distance

Pricing

Promotion

PETS
BD

Reputation

Interestingly, BD customers value promotions higher
than PETS customers. No real explanation for this.

“WHY DID YOU CHOOSE?”-OVERVIEW

Quality

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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PETS – “Why Choose?” New vs Current Customers

Key Observations

BD– “Why Choose?” New vs Current Customers

New customers chose “Promotions” more than current
customers. This would be expected from new
customers.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE?”-NEW VS CURRENT

•
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PETS – “Favorite Thing” Current Customers

•

Current customers seem satisfied with the quality of
both courses.

•

Very similar results from both courses.

“FAVORITE THING” – CURRENT CUSTOMER

BD- “Favorite Thing” Current Customers

Key Observations
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PETS- “Favorite Thing” NEW Customers

•

New customers seem satisfied with the quality of both
courses.

•

“Staff” is lower since these are new customers.

•

Note that PETS customers are more impressed with
the quality of the experience.

“FAVORITE THING” – NEW CUSTOMER

BD - “Favorite Thing” NEW Customers

Key Observations
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PETRIFYING SPRINGS MARKETING PLAN
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Strategy Articulation Map

•

•

This marketing plan utilizes a Strategy Articulation
Map methodology.

•

The Strategy Articulation Map (following page) is
designed to assure that there is strategic alignment
within the plan. Most importantly, every Key Issues is
addressed with at least one Objective and each
Objective with at least one Tactic.

•

The Key Issues were identified via a ½ day workshop
held with representatives from PETS golf course.

•

In addition, other Key Issues were identified via a
marketing survey conducted at both courses (July 29Aug1) and other data sources.

•

•

Key issues facing PETS include the low revenue from
concessions and the golf store, the cost of maintaining
such a high quality course, and the older, more price
sensitive customer base.
These issues will be addressed in a comprehensive
marketing plan. The objective of this marketing plan is
to raise revenue per round, lower the cost of
maintaining the golf course, and attract younger, higher
income customers.
Suggested tactics to accomplish these objects include
outsourcing the golf shop and concessions to popular,
established stores and restaurants, adjusting the
quality of the course to meet the needs of the customer
base, and hosting tournaments and loyalty programs
which encourage students and parents to frequent the
course.

Big Ideas:
•
Outsource the Golf Shop and concessions
•
Raise seasonal pass prices
•
Adjust the quality of the course to match customer
expectations
•
Target market to higher income zip codes
•
Create a “Rewards” Program to encourage more play
from non-seasonal pass holders
Target younger golfers with special events (i.e “Good
•
Grades” awards)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-PETS

Executive Summary – Petrifying Springs Course
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Objectives

Increase Golf
Shop revenue

Tactics

Golf Shop
revenues are low

Outsource the
Golf Shop
Add draft beer

Low greens
fees per
round

Increase
greens fees
revenue

Revenue per
round is low

Increase
revenue per
round

Outsource the
concessions
Acquire a liquor
license

Pricesensitive
customers

Maintenance
expenses
are too high

Attract less price
sensitive
customers

Raise prices

Introduce golf
passport

Target higher
income zones

Lower
maintenance
costs

Lower
maintenance
fees
Lower course
conditions

Raise prices of
seasonal passes

Older
customer
base

Course quality is
too high

Adjust quality to
match customer
threshold

Good grade
rewards

Annual high
school event

Attract younger
golfers

Partnership with
local high
schools
Jr. Jr.
tournament

Partnership with
colleges

STRATEGY ARTICULATION MAP -PETS

Key Issues

Strategy Articulation Map – Petrifying Springs Golf Course
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Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

Golf Shop Revenues Are Low
•
The data below clearly shows that PETS golf shop
revenues are far below most other local golf courses.

Low Greens Fee Revenue per Round
•
The data below clearly shows that PETS is
underperforming all other courses this competitive set:

Merch$/Round
$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.00
$1.00
$-

•
•
•

Greens Fees$/Round
$5.05
$2.68

$2.43
$0.79 $0.91
PETS

BD

$30.00
$25.00
$20.00
$15.00
$10.00
$5.00
$-

$0.34

$0.80

NGF Nat Kenosha Moor Wanaki
Ave
City Downs

Naga

PETS underperforms the NGF national average by
-207%. BD merchandise per round is $0.91
Many attempts have been made to remedy this
situation with very limited success.
Golf shop revenue makes up only 3% of total revenue
per round.

16%

58%

Bottom-line: Increasing golf shop revenues would help
overall profitability for the course. Unfortunately, past
efforts and performances have failed.

NGF Ave Kenosha Moor Wanaki
City
Downs

Naga

•

Bottom-line: PETS customers have the opportunity to
play golf at a course that is close and offers very
attractive pricing. This leads to very low greens fees
per round. Increasing the number by just $2 would
have a significant impact on profitability.

Merchandise / Round
Cart Rev / Round

•

BD

The following two factors could be driving the greens
fees/round down:
– It appears that PETS pricing model of aggressive
season pass pricing is driving the greens fee
revenue per round down to very low levels.
– PETS is located in a high density urban area
where the location encourages repeated/loyal
play. The marketing survey found that PETS
customers are more concentrated and more
loyal than BD customers:
PETS
BD
% of rounds spent at this course
36%
23%
% of rounds spent at other courses
64%
77%
Customers from top 10 zip codes
62%
36%

Food / Round

3%

PETS

$16.48 $18.31

$24.78 $25.33

•

Greens Fees / Round

23%

$19.16
$14.89

$21.29

KEY ISSUES - PETS

Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course
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Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

Current Customer base Is Very Price Sensitive
•
PETS current customers are very sensitive to price as
the data below indicates. Fully 40% of customers
mentioned concern about pricing in the marketing
survey.

Maintenance expenses are too high
•
Maintenance expenses are higher than other courses.
Unfortunately, only 1 other area course maintenance
data could be found (Brown County). However, the
maintenance costs for PETS/BD are extremely high
compared to Brown County.

Improve One Thing - PETS
Price
40%

Tee Times
16%
•

•
•

Maintenance Cost/Round

Amenities
14%

$8.00

$5.99
$6.00

Course
Conditions
30%

40% of PETS customers sited “Price” when answering
the open-ended question “If you could make one
change to improve your experience at this course, what
would it be?” This was their number one concern.
– Note: Only 16% of BD customers raised the
issue of price and was their #3 concern.
The level of price sensitivity is further clarified when
factoring in the already low prices at PETS.
Bottom line – 40% of PETS customers complain about
price even when the PETS course offers some of the
lowest prices in the area. Clearly PETS is currently
attracting highly price sensitive customers and these
types of customers have a negative impact on
profitability for the course. Attracting less price sensitive
customers would have a positive impact on profitability.

$3.77

$4.00
$2.00

KEY ISSUES - PETS

Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

$0.00
PETS/BD

•
•
•

•

Brown County

Note: PETS and BD report maintenance combined.
PETS/BD maintenance costs are 58.9% higher per
round than Brown County.
Overall maintenance costs at PETS/BD have
skyrocketed over 80% since 2004, far outstripping any
measure of inflation or other cost category on the
books.
Bottom line: Based on limited data, PETS (and BD)
must reduce their maintenance costs to stay
competitive.
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Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

Course Quality is too High
•
Quality of the course does not appear to be an issue
with the PETS customers. Although 30% of the
customers mentioned “course conditions” as a way to
improve their experience, most (66%) of the comments
were actually suggestions (i.e. “change par”, “move
hole”…) and NOT related to actual course conditions.
•
Only 11% of the comments were specific to course
conditions (i.e. “fix greens”, “cut grass”…).
– 52% of BD customers sited legitimate concerns
about the course conditions (i.e. “poor cart path,
“cut grass”…).
The graph below illustrates this point:
•

Older/Lower Income Customer Base
•
Although the marketing survey did not record age data, it
was very apparent that the average age of the PETS
golfer was considerably older than BD. (Note: asking for
too much personal data can suppress response rates) .
•
Studies have shown that as consumers age they:
– Live on fixed incomes.
– Are more sharply focused on value.
– Have increased sensitivity to affordability.
•
All of these factors, in general, tend to drive older
customers to be more price sensitive.
The chart below shows the average AGI (Adjusted
•
Gross Income-2004) for the residents of the top 10 zip
codes for both PETS and BD:

% of Legitimate “Course Condition” Comments
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Ave AGI 2004 (Individual) – Top Ten Zip Codes

52%

$55,000
$50,000

$50,832
$45,460

$45,000

11%

$40,000

PETS

•

KEY ISSUES - PETS

Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

BD

Bottom-line: PETS customers are local. They care
more about the convenience of the course and the
price than the quality of the course.
– Because the course is short and urban it won’t
appeal to higher-end golfers, so why pursue
them with the highest quality course conditions.
– A great asset PETS has is it’s location.
Customers will still come with lower quality.
– Why continue to invest in something (high
course quality) when customers are not willing to
pay for it?

•

•

PETS
BD
Clearly PETS customer base comes from lower income
areas than BD. This supports the “high price sensitivity”
issue at PETS.
Bottom-line: PETS location is attractive to older urban
golfers and older golfers tend to be more price sensitive.
– However, older golfers (retirees) create a demand
for early daytime play on weekdays.
– Spending in this group has potential to be high,
but they are frugal and don’t want to pay high
prices.
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Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

Revenue per round is low
•
Revenue per round is considerably lower than other
golf courses.
PETS underperforms the NGF national average by
•
24.3%.

Geographically Concentrated Customer Base
•
PETS customers are much more concentrated than
BD. 62% of PETS customers come from 10 zip codes.
% of Customers from Top Ten Zip Codes
80%

Total Revenues/Round
$45.00

$41.90

36%

40%

$43.67

20%
0%

$40.00
$35.00
$30.00

62%

60%

PETS

$32.06

$30.37

$29.57
$26.62

$25.80

BD

•

The following map clearly shows the geographically
concentrated customer base for PETS:

•

Bottom line: Marketing resources can be expanded
into higher income zip codes, to capture less price
sensitive customers.

$25.00
$20.00

•

•

PETS

BD

NGF Ave Kenosha Moor Wanaki
City
Downs

KEY ISSUES - PETS

Key Issues – Petrifying Springs Golf Course

Naga

Based on 2010 data, if PETS revenue per round were
at the NGF national average, an additional $257,912
would have been realized.
Bottom-line: PETS is clearly underperforming all other
area golf courses on revenue per round. This must be
addressed for the future success of the course.
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PETS-Objectives and Tactics Overview

Objective:
•
To increase the revenues of the on-site golf shop.
Rationale:
•
According to industry data, PETS merchandise
revenues for the golf shop is well below the average.
•
Addressing this issue will help profitability for the golf
course.
Tactics Overview:
•
Outsource the golf shop to a local/retailer (i.e. Golf
Galaxy…).
•
If outsourcing is not possible, a complete store reset
should be contracted by a retail expert.
•
If outsourcing is not possible, develop the golf store as
a separate profit/loss entity where the “store manager”
compensation will be heavily weighted on the profits of
the store.

Objective:
•
To increase revenue per round.
Rationale:
•
According to industry data, PETS makes up to $17 less
than other golf courses per round.
Tactics Overview:
•
Raise prices.
•
Create a “golf passport”.
•
Market to higher income zones
•
Outsource the concessions to a popular restaurant (i.e.
Applebee’s…).
•
Acquire a liquor license and sell cocktails and mixed
drinks.
Sell high margin draft beer.
•

Objective:
•
Attract less price sensitive customers to PETS.
Rationale:
•
The data indicates PETS’ current customer are very
price sensitive. These types of customers have a
detrimental effect on profits since price is THE
motivating factor with these customers.
•
For long term profitability, PETS needs to develop
strategies to attract less price sensitive customers.
Tactics Overview:
•
Raise the price of the season pass holders.
•
Market PETS in higher income zip codes.
•
Market PETS to a younger customer base.

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS OVERVIEW -PETS

PETS-Objectives and Tactics Overview
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PETS-Objectives and Tactics Overview

Objective:
•
To lower maintenance costs.
Rationale:
•
Maintenance is a large expense for PETS and is
considerably higher than other area golf courses.
Tactics Overview:
•
Separate reporting of maintenance for both PETS and
BD.
•
Use group buying strategies to lower supply costs
associated with maintenance.

Objective:
•
Attract younger golfers.
Rationale:
•
Creating partnerships with schools and colleges will
ensure usage due to team practices and weekend
tournaments.
•
Younger golfers bring their parents and purchasing
power with them.
•
Younger golfers will focus on weekends, solving the
lack of play on Saturday dilemma.
Creating rewards for students who get good grades has
•
the potential to generate great publicity and community
goodwill for PETS.

Objective:
•
To adjust the course’s quality to the customer’s
threshold.
Rationale:
•
PETS customers are local. They care as much about
the convenience of the course as they do the quality,
•
Because the course is short and urban it won’t appeal
to higher level golfers, so why pursue them.
•
A great asset PETS has is it’s location. Customers will
still come with lower quality.
Tactics Overview:
•
Lower course quality.

Tactics Overview:
•
Host a Jr. Jr. annual tournament.
•
Host an annual high school tournament event.
•
Create a good grades rewards program.
•
Create a partnership with local colleges.
Create a partnership with local high schools.
•

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS OVERVIEW-PETS

PETS-Objectives and Tactics Overview
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PETS – Tactics Details

Add Draft Beer
•
Installation of draft beer would fulfill the suggestion of
several PETS customers & increase margins over
bottle beer.
Draft beer could encourage customers to spend more
•
time at the course. This results in community and
makes the golf outing a place to relax after the rounds.
Outsource the Concessions
•
This tactic requires PETS to pursue a popular
restaurant chain to operate the concessions. This could
be a “mini” version of the chain, similar to those found
in shopping malls & airports.
•
The financial arrangement could be structured as
purely a rental arrangement or a combination of rent
and commission.
Possible restaurants could include: Applebee's, Chile's,
•
or TGI Fridays.

Raise Prices
•
Prices should be raised for the season passes.
•
Other price increases should also be considered.
•
People will still pay for the convenience of PETS.
•
Marketing campaigns in higher zip codes will help to
offset the lose of highly price sensitive customers.
Introduce Golf Passport
•
The creation of a golf passport encourages golfers to
visit the sister-course, Brighton Dale.
Advertised with the pass could be special events,
•
coupons, and a loyalty program for non-seasonal pass
holders.

TACTICS – DETAILS

Outsource the golf shop
•
This tactic requires PETS to pursue local golf retailers
to operate the golf shop.
•
The financial arrangement could be structured as
purely a rental arrangement or a combination of rent
and commission.
Possible retailers could include: Dick’s Sporting Goods,
•
Golf Galaxy, and Sports Authority.

PETS – Tactics Details

Target Higher Income Zip Codes
•
This tactic focuses marketing endeavors on high
income zip codes.
•
This raises awareness of PETS to people who have the
purchasing power the concessions and store need.
•
Special events, golf lessons, and tournaments should
be advertised to these zip codes.

Acquire a liquor License
•
This tactic helps PETS become a social setting and
increases both revenues and margins.
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PETS – Tactics Details

Lower maintenance fees
•
This tactic requires PETS to focus on how the course
can work with suppliers to bundle deals and save
where possible.
•
Maintenance fees are too high for the desired quality of
the course.
The grounds crew and purchasing department should
•
be consulted for input into the specific tactics.
Host a Jr. Jr. Tournament
•
This tactic requires the creation of an event where
children golf in a tournament.
•
This event should be kids and family-friendly and will
attract higher income golfers.
Host an Annual Regional High School Tournament
•
This event will play host to all high school aged golfers
in the area and will be different from the regular high
school golf season.
•
Possible sponsorship could come from S.C. Johnson or
other local businesses.

Create a Good Grades Rewards Program
•
This program will be similar to a loyalty reward
program.
•
Student who bring in good report cards or transcripts
will receive free golf with the purchase of an adult
round. (Similar to Pizza Hut’s Reading program).
•
Stipulations could be created to fill PETS low times
such as “free tee times from 11-3” or “free golf on
Saturdays”.
Create a partnership with local high schools
•
This tactic requires PETS to get on the schedule for
high school golf tournaments.
•
PETS should get on at least one high school league
schedule for tournaments.
•
PETS should be the practice course for at least one
high school in the area.

TACTICS – DETAILS

Lower Quality of the course
•
This tactic requires PETS to gauge the level of their
customers and lower the course quality to meet that
need.
•
Because the course is short and urban it won’t appeal
to higher level golfers, so why pursue them?
•
The grounds crew should be consulted for input into the
specific tactics.

PETS – Tactics Details

Create a Partnership with Local colleges
•
This tactic requires PETS to get on the schedule for
college golf tournaments.
•
PETS should be on the tournament schedule for every
college with a golf team in Kenosha or Racine.
•
PETS should be the practice course for at least one
college in the area.
Separate Maintenance Reporting
•
Accounting procedures/policies must be put into place
to track maintenance and supplies to better understand
and control costs.
Group Buying for Maintenance Supplies
•
Coordinate group buys of supplies/services with other
city/county entities OR buy direct.
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BRIGHTON DALE MARKETING PLAN
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Strategy Articulation Map

•

•

This marketing plan utilizes a Strategy Articulation
Map methodology.

•

The Strategy Articulation Map (following page) is
designed to assure that there is strategic alignment
within the plan. Most importantly, every Key Issues is
addressed with at least one Objective and each
Objective with at least one Tactic.

•

The Key Issues were identified via a ½ day meeting
held with representatives from both golf courses.

•

In addition, other Key Issues were identified via a
marketing survey conducted at both courses (July 29Aug1) and other data sources.

•

•

Key issues facing BD include the low revenue from
concessions and the golf store, the cost of maintaining
such a high quality course, low customer loyalty and
low utilization of the golf course.
These issues will be addressed in a comprehensive
marketing plan. The objective of this marketing plan is
to raise revenue per round, lower the cost of
maintaining the golf course, and develop more loyal
customers.
Suggested tactics to accomplish these objectives
include outsourcing the golf shop and concessions to
popular, established stores and restaurants, create the
BD/Grainger Golf League and hosting the annual BD
All-Star golf tournament.

Big Ideas:
•
Outsource the Golf Shop and concessions
•
The Grainger/BD Golf League
•
BD Wall of Fame
BD All-Star Tournament
•

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-BRIGHTON DALE

Executive Summary – Brighton Dale
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Objectives
Tactics

Golf shop is
underperforming

Increase golf
shop sales

Advertise
price
matching
Outsource
golf shop

Customer
loyalty low

No sense of
Belonging

Increase
customer
loyalty

Create a
community

Co-marketing
between Prime
Outlets and BD

Build a patio
space

Reset the
store

Post
billboards at
Prime Outlets

Introduce a
“Wall of
Fame”

Market at the
Kenosha
Yacht Club

Advertise at
Chain ‘O Lakes
state park

Market at Bong
Recreation Area

Low
Awareness

Geographical
diverse
customers

Understand
Awareness
Better

Commission
Awareness
Study
Acquire a
liquor license

Revenue per
round is low

Focus the
geographical
locus of
customers

Lower
maintenance
costs

Low
Concessions
Revenue

Increase
concessions
revenue

Under
utilization of
courses

Increase
course
utilization

Post billboards
at Interstate 94

Outsource
Concessions

Push
permanent tee
times

Pave cart
paths

Optimize
maintenance
personnel hours

Advertise the
driving range

Outsource
fertilizer
pricing

Market at
local hotels

“All-Star”
tournament for
Gold Members

STRATEGY ARTICULATION MAP -BD

Key Issues

Strategy Articulation Map – Brighton Dale Golf Course

Grainger
League
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Key Issues – Brighton Dale Golf Course

Golf Shop Revenues Are Low
•
The data below clearly shows that BD golf shop
revenues are far below most other local golf courses.

Customer Loyalty is Low
•
Brighton Dale customers are not typically returners.
Brighton Dale only captures 23% of the share of wallet
of current customers.
Brighton Dale- Share of wallet among current
•
customers:

Merch$/Round
$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.00
$1.00
$-

•
•
•

$5.05
$2.68

$2.43
$0.79 $0.91
PETS

BD

$0.34

23%

$0.80

BD
77%

NGF Nat Kenosha Moor Wanaki
Ave
City Downs

Naga

BD underperforms the NGF national average by
-167%.
Many attempts have been made to remedy this
situation with very limited success.
Golf shop revenue makes up only 3% of total revenue
per round.
3%

18%

Greens Fees

14%
65%

Food
Merch
Cart

•

Bottom-line: Increasing golf shop revenues would help
overall profitability for the course. Unfortunately, past
efforts and performances have failed.

Other Courses

KEY ISSUES - BD

Key Issues – Brighton Dale Golf Course

•

By comparison, PETS customers spend 36% of their
time golfing at PETS.
Bottom line: Increasing customer loyalty, capturing a
•
larger share of wallet, would result in a significant
economic impact, as the golfers that frequent BD are
typically heavy users.
No sense of belonging
•
Brighton Dale golfers do not have a sense of
connection with the course. The lack of liquor license
encourages golfers to seek out other locations for afterround drinking, rather than building a connection with
the golfers at the course and the course itself.
•
Although this is hard to quantify, this was mentioned by
the staff (during the SAM Workshops) and is related to
the low customer loyalty numbers.
Bottom line: Creating a sense of community will
•
increase loyalty and should increase revenues per
round as customers relax in the clubhouse after golf.
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Key Issues – Brighton Dale Golf Course

Geographically diverse customer base
•
The data below clearly shows that the vast majority of
Brighton Dale golfers do not come from the top ten
represented zip codes.
– By comparison, 62% of PETS customers come
from 10 zip codes.
Brighton Dale- Top 10 ZIP Codes vs. All Others
•

Maintenance expenses are too high
•
Maintenance expenses are higher than other courses.
Unfortunately, only 1 other area course maintenance
data could be found (Brown County). However, the
maintenance costs for PETS/BD are extremely high
compared to Brown County.
Maintenance Cost/Round

36%
64%

$8.00

$5.99

Top 10 Zip
Codes

$6.00

$3.77

$4.00

•

$2.00

The following map clearly shows the geographically
diverse customer base for BD:

$0.00
PETS/BD

•
•
•

•

Bottom line: BD customers are geographically diverse
which will have an impact on marketing the course.

KEY ISSUES - BD

Key Issues – Brighton Dale Golf Course

Brown County

Note: PETS and BD report maintenance combined.
PETS/BD maintenance costs are 58.9% higher per
round than Brown County.
Bottom line: Based on limited data, BD (and PETS)
must reduce their maintenance costs to stay
competitive.
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Key Issues – Brighton Dale Golf Course

Revenue per round is low
•
Revenue per round is considerably lower than other
golf courses.
BD underperforms the NGF national average by 8.5%.
•

Under-utilization of courses
•
Brighton Dale’s 45 holes are typically not operating at
capacity. This results in lower revenues across the
board.
The chart below normalizes the different numbers of
•
holes for each course. The values below are derived by
dividing the total rounds played for each course by the
total number of holes at each course.
Rounds Played/Hole
2,289.00
2,500.00

Total Revenues/Round
$45.00

$41.90

$43.67

$40.00
$35.00
$30.00

$29.57

$32.06

$30.37
$26.62

$25.80

2,000.00

$25.00
$20.00

1,500.00
PETS

BD

NGF Ave Kenosha Moor Wanaki
City
Downs

1,209.00

1,000.00

Naga

Based on 2010 data, if PETS revenue per round were
at the NGF national average, an additional $135,456
would have been realized.
Bottom-line: BD is underperforming many other area
•
golf courses on revenue per round. This must be
addressed for the future success of the course.
Low awareness of the course
•
The course is not salient in potential customers’ minds.
This leads to a significantly reduced threshold for
revenue and compounds the issue of low customer
loyalty by combining it with a lack of new customers
coming in.
•
This Key Issue was mentioned by the staff during the
SAM Workshop. Antidotal evidence seems to support
this.
Bottom line: Before committing to a plan of action to
•
address this, a further brand awareness survey/study
should be undertaken.

KEY ISSUES - BD

Key Issues – Brighton Dale Golf Course

500.00
-

•

•
•

•

PETS
BD
BD’s utilization rate is -89% less than PETS.

If BD’s utilization rate was the same as PETS, BD
rounds would increase from 54,400 to 102,816. Clearly
this would have a tremendous impact on profitability.
Bottom line: BD, with it’s current configuration of 45
holes, is vastly under utilized compared to PETS.
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Brighton Dale -Objectives and Tactics Overview

Objective:
•
To increase the revenues of the on-site golf shop.
Rationale:
•
According to industry data, BD revenues for the golf
shop is -167% below the average.
•
Addressing this issue will help profitability for the golf
course.
Tactics Overview:
•
Outsource the golf shop to a local/retailer (i.e. Golf
Galaxy…)
•
If outsourcing is not possible, a complete store reset
should be contracted by a retail expert.
If outsourcing is not possible, advertise the price
•
matching guarantee more heavily, in order to make
customers aware of the value of the on-site store over
“big box” stores.

Objective:
•
Commission a brand awareness study.
Rationale:
•
The issue of low awareness of BD was mentioned
during the SAM Workshop.
Tactics Overview:
Before committing to a plan of action to address this, a
•
further brand awareness survey/study should be
undertaken.

Objective:
•
Attract more loyal customers and make current
customers more loyal.
Rationale:
•
Data shows that the current Brighton Dale customers
are not loyal, and 23% of their share of wallet goes to
Brighton Dale.
•
If Brighton Dale wants to remain a viable business, the
course must attract a consistent and reliable customer
base.
Tactics Overview:
•
Introduce an “All-Star” tournament for gold club
members to encourage heavy use of the facilities.
Offer a spot on the “Wall of Fame” for regular golfers.
•

Objective:
•
Create a sense of community for current and
prospective customers.
Rationale:
•
Data shows that customer loyalty is low for current BD
golfers.
•
Creating a sense of community will encourage golfers
to stay after rounds and build a connection to the
course and the other golfers there.
Tactics Overview:
•
BD should acquire a liquor license to keep customers
around following rounds.
•
The “All-Star” Tournament will allow gold members to
meet and mingle with other gold member customers
(those who golf at BD X number of times).
•
Building a patio space will give golfers somewhere to
drink and mingle after rounds.
•
Grainger League will keep customers returning and
build a relationship through regular visits.
“Wall of fame” will help build a community among more
•
regular golfers.

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS OVERVIEW -BD

Brighton Dale -Objectives and Tactics Overview
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Brighton Dale -Objectives and Tactics Overview

Objective:
•
Focus the geographical locus of customers.
Rationale:
•
64% of customers at BD are not from the top 10 ZIP
codes.
•
Geographically diverse customers make it difficult for
BD to target marketing at any specific location.
•
Specifically target high income golfers.
Tactics Overview:
•
Increase advertising in Chain ‘O Lakes State Park and
along Interstate 94 to capture a larger portion of the
Northern Illinois market.
Increase advertising in local hotels and at the Prime
•
Outlets in Pleasant Prairie to attract more customers
from the southern Wisconsin and Kenosha County
markets.

Objective:
•
Raise revenues from concessions.
Rationale:
•
Concessions are not producing enough.
Tactics Overview:
•
A liquor license will increase not only the likelihood of
customers staying late, but also increase concession
revenues by encouraging golfers to also eat while they
stay around.
•
Building a patio will make up for the lack of an
adequate restaurant space.

Objective:
•
Reduce maintenance costs/address cart paths.
Rationale:
•
Data indicates maintenance costs are too high and
negatively impacts the financial performance of BD.
Tactics Overview:
•
Repave cart paths.
•
Reduce the number of bunkers to lower the costs of
maintenance on the bunkers.
Outsource fertilizer costs to either reduce cost by
•
purchasing at volume discounts or using cheaper
alternatives.

Objective:
•
Increase frequency of course usage.
Rationale:
•
BD is currently underutilized which means costs are not
being offset by revenues.
Tactics Overview:
•
The creation of the Grainger league will get more
customers on the course consistently and make sure
the field is full.
•
Pushing permanent tee times will also ensure that the
field is full or paid for even if players do not show.
•
The driving range needs to be advertised heavily to let
people know that BD is one of the local courses that
has an available driving range on-site.
•
Developing a customer loyalty program could increase
usage of BD.

OBJECTIVES AND TACTICS OVERVIEW -BD

Brighton Dale -Objectives and Tactics Overview
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Brighton Dale – Tactics Details

Outsource the golf shop
•
This tactic requires BD to pursue local golf retailers to
operate the golf shop.
•
The financial arrangement could be structured as
purely a rental arrangement or a combination of rent
and commission.
•
Possible retailers could include: Golf Galaxy, Golfsmith,
etc.

“Wall of Fame” for Regulars
•
Loyal golfers can have their names/photos listed on the
wall of fame under several levels (e.g. semi-pro, pro,
superstar, legend) based on the number of rounds
played in a year, or career.
•
The “Wall of Fame” will be a place and subject for
golfers to bond over, as well as a point to differentiate
BD from a highly saturated market.
•
Each level would include awards that could include
such things as:
– Newest (or special) golf carts
– BD Golf Shirt embroidered with customers name
– Unique BD Golf Hat
– Invited to the “invitation only” All-Star tournament
– Preferred tee times
– Valet parking
– Special Pre-Season Party
– A Cruise

Reset the Golf Shop
•
Hire a professional retail expert to reset the store.
•
The shop must be reset in such a way as to attract
customers and keep them in the store.
•
Though costly, the increased revenue from the update
should more than cover the cost.
Grainger League
•
This tactic calls for Brighton Dale to cooperate with
Grainger, Inc.
•
The league will be sponsored by Grainger for free.
•
In return, Grainger salespersons will be asked to
promote the league while making sales calls to local
area businesses.
•
This has the potential of reaching a huge number of
businesses since Grainger has an extensive sales
network focused solely on businesses.

TACTICS – DETAILS

Brighton Dale – Tactics Details

All-Star Tournament for Wall of Fame Members
•
“All-Stars” will include local celebrities and other
movers and shakers of the community.
•
The tournament would only be open to Wall of Fame
members and create an air of uniqueness for regular
BD golfers.
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Brighton Dale– Tactics Details

Advertise the driving range
•
Not all courses in the surrounding area have adequate
or, in some cases, any practice facilities.
•
The driving range is a very important feature that is
currently not being sold as well as it should be.

Advertise Price Matching
•
The golf shop currently offers hidden value to the
customers.
•
Customers must be made aware of the price matching
guarantee and offer before they can take advantage of
it.
•
This should be accomplished through a combination of
in-store signage and promotion by employees in the
store.

Acquire a liquor License
•
This tactic helps BD become a social setting and
increases both revenues and margins.
Raise Prices
•
Prices should be raised for the season passes.
•
Other prices increases should also be considered.
•
Customers are less price sensitive than PETS.
•
Marketing campaigns in higher zip codes will help to
offset the loss of highly price sensitive customers
(which should be low).
Build or setup a patio space
•
Creating an inviting patio would encourage customers
to stay and spend more.
•
This patio, in conjunction with the addition of a liquor
license, should generate revenues (with high margins)
and build a sense of community.

Promote permanent tee times
•
Brighton Dale needs to fill the courses, and the best
way to do this is to ensure that the tee times are filled
as early as possible.
•
By offering discounted rates per round for booking
permanent tee times far in advance (i.e. FebruaryMarch), the course can plan more accurately for future
budgets during the season.
•
It should also be a priority to inform current golfers
about the opportunity to invest in a permanent tee time.
•
Eventually, Wall of Fame members will have priority
over all other customers.

TACTICS – DETAILS

Brighton Dale – Tactics Details
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VERBATIMS FROM MARKETING RESEARCH SURVEY
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Verbatims Overview
The following 7 pages capture the “word-for-word” comments from the customers who answered the open-ended question
“If you could make one change to improve your experience at this course, what would it be?”

•

Because this is an open-ended question, grouping is required to analyze the data. To that end, the following 4 groups
were created, :
– Price
– Course Conditions
– Tee Times/Timing
– Amenities

•

These 4 groups represents 76.9% of all the comments.

•

35% of the “All Other” group is focused around comments concerning the golfer play. For example “Played better” “Better
putting”…

VERBATIMS OVERVIEW

•
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PETS-Tee Times

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning
Hot beer chicks
Restrooms on course need to be open until dark
Coolers
Two beverage carts
Put GPS on golf carts
Drinks on course
Set up grill outside to make those awesome burgers
that you use to!
Add an extra beverage cart-especially when it's this hot
outside
No beverage cart until we were on #5 or #6- on a hot
day like today- did NOT like that. (We honored the
policy of not bringing our own)
Reopen outdoor grill
Driving range
More beer
More toilets
More beer cart people
Chipping green

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No five somes
Need more rangers
Pace of play
Spread out tee times to allow less backups
Space tee times so there is less waiting per hole
Better rangering/tee times
Putting groups together better
Watching number of people in each set such as four
people limits
Less crowded
Quicker play
Quicker play
Less people on the course
Tee time availability
Quicker tee time
Keep people moving on the course
change pace
Less waiting
Don't take out any more trees.
Less crowded

Key Observations

Key Observations

•

•

•

Major theme: more options for beer/beverages on the
course
Beer is mentioned more than water. Opposite of BD.

•

IMPROVE ONE THING – PETS

PETS - Amenities

Consistent theme of slow play. This should be
addressed.
Opposite of BD.
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PETS-Course Conditions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change hole #17 from par 4 to a par 5
Keep greens fast!!
Move tee boxes for women on 8th and 18th hole
Shorten hole 8 and 18 for girls!
Cut grass on hole 16
Cut the rough
Shorter ruff!!!!
Hole #18 is a par 5???
Put a bell on hole 8
Shorten hole 18
hours of maintenance
Greens were a little beat up on a few holes
nothing, put bell on 8th hole
Less sand traps
Put statues of wolves on the course to get rid of the
ducks
Better care for greens
Cut the rough down
Make #16 & #17 par 5!
Put a bell on 11th and 17th hole
Faster play
Bigger greens
Bigger greens

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut grass on hole 16
Don't water the greens when it has been raining
Quicker play
Level the course
Play 18
Cut the rough and cut tree on the 14th on fairway on
right
Grass is too long on 16th hole
Greens were ruff and could be improved (this is usually
not the case)
Cut the rough
Overall course maintenance
Greens repair
Cut rough shorter, too much delay of play trying to find
balls
Better sand traps
Shorten holes 8 and 17

IMPROVE ONE THING – PETS

PETS-Course Conditions

Key Issues
•

Many of the comments concerning course conditions
are suggestions (i.e. “move hole”, change par”…).
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PETS-Price

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower beer prices
Cheaper rates
Cheaper prices
Bigger cup sizes
Lower the price
Able to bring own beer
Lower the price
Free balls
Better grounds crew, pricing, maintenance
Lower greens fees and go back to lower rate for
residents
Cheaper greens fee
Less price
Rates
Make more promotional offers at better prices
Free food
Lower rates for seniors
Lower senior rates
Lower beer prices
Lower rates for seniors
Rates lower for seniors
Price
Have a little off on price for seniors 65+ everyday of the
week
Rates
Price
Lower the price
Pricing
Pricing lower
Lower prices
Better promotions

Lower Greens fee
Price
Cheaper food
Price
Make it cheaper
The price
More senior promotions
Better senior pricing
Price
Lower prices and don't fill water jugs in the morning
Lower the price
Price
Cheaper replay rate
Free golf
Lower prices
County resident pricing
Free golf
Lower prices

IMPROVE ONE THING – PETS

PETS-Price

Key Observations
•

The biggest issue with PETS customers is price.

•

Clearly indicates PETS customers are much more price
sensitive than BD.
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Amenities – BD

•

More drinking water on the course

•

More drinking water

•

A sports bar ( I would stay longer)

•

Expand practice area/range

•

Clubhouse/Sports bar

•

Easier check in at counter

•

More water on the course and didn't see the
refreshment cart until the #17 hole

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

More water!!

•

Have cups with ice!

•

Have tap beer

•

On a hot day like today increase the frequency of the
beverage cart making rounds!

•

More frequent visits from beverage girls

•

Have better food (buns were stale)

•

GPS in carts

•

More beer cart girls

•

Make a better driving range

•

Beer shack open

•

More shade

Food service was confusing
Steam heating the buns- too dry and tough
Beer cart availability
More water coolers on course
More cart girls
A few more out houses would be nice
More water on course
More water

Key Observation
•

Consistent theme: More beverage options on the
course.

•

Water on the course is mentioned more than beer.
Opposite of PETS.

IMPROVE ONE THING – BD

Amenities – BD
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BD - Course Conditions

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve the grass on greens and fairways
Fix cart paths
Don't water so much
The course is usually in nice shape, not today- the
rough was too long.
Remove poison ivy and fix cart paths
Cut and roll the greens
Cut the Greens
Shorter rough
Cart paths
Loosen up the sand in traps
Faster greens
No geese
Cut down tree on #14 and have more beverage carts
Cart paths are rough
Wider fairways
Fairways are a little long
Golf cart path
Repair the cart paths
Less trees
Smooth out cart paths
Pretty course (but greens are always slow)
Improve sand traps
Cut greens-fall should roll
Redo the tee boxes
Redo the tee boxes (level)
Faster play, quicker greens
Change tee boxes
Move the blue tee boxes out of the grass area so I
have room to stand when I tee off.
Improve the speed and firmness of the greens
Get rid of trees on #5 (inside corners)
Cut fairways
Fix the carts!
Cut the rough to reasonable length
Improve sand in traps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve cart paths
Better yardage markers
Better greens would be nice
Cart paths were horrible
Fix cart paths- way too many pot holes!
Faster greens
Need rangers
Better markings on distance in fairways
Better (no holes) cart paths
Improve the sand traps and level tee boxes on #10 &
#4
Faster greens
Level women's tees
Cut greens and fairways
Fix cart paths
Fill in the holes on the cart paths
My kidney's still hurt from the gravel cart paths. Please
pave or add stone! My wife and I won't be back!
Widen fairways and drain ponds
Cart paths need major repair and fix the carts
Cut the fairways and greens. Stop watering!
Mow the fairways tighter
Improve cart paths

IMPROVE ONE THING – BD

BD - Course Conditions

Key Observations
•

•
•

When asked the question “If you could make one
change to improve your experience at this course, what
would it be?” There were 56 comments about course
conditions.
Major theme: Poor cart paths (29% of all responses)
– This must be addressed.
Major theme: Landscaping (cut grass/trees) 21%.
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Key Observations

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower the price
Lower the price
Lower rates
Lower food prices and the availability of driving range
passes
Food prices are too high and some sort of stand-alone
range ball package
Cost
Money for 2nd 9
Lower rates
Discounts for Milwaukee golfers that make the trip
Cheaper golf
Make greens fees competitive with surrounding
courses
Lower rates
Lower the price
More coupons
The price of golf
Lower prices for seniors
Lower price of gas carts

Relatively few comments concerning price.
Opposite of BD.
BD customers appear to be far less sensitive to price
than PETS customers.

IMPROVE ONE THING – BD

BD – Price
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Key Observations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Better pass
Speed up course and cut grass
Speed of play
Faster time of play
More specials and better time management on course
Spreading out groups more
Pace of play
Speed up game

Very few issues. Opposite of PETS.

IMPROVE ONE THING – BD

BD – Tee Times/Timing
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VELOCITY CONSULTING RECOMMENDATIONS
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Velocity Recommendations

PETS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outsource the Golf Shop and concessions
Raise seasonal pass prices
Adjust the quality of the course to match customer expectations
Target market to higher income zip codes
Create a “Rewards” Program to encourage more play from non-seasonal pass holders
Target younger golfers with special events

BD
•
•
•
•
•
•

VELOCITY RECOMMENDATIONS

Velocity has listed several courses of action and alternatives throughout this document and truly believes each would be
valuable to the courses in increasing the chance of success for their desired goals. Below are some of high impact items as we
see them that would greatly enhance operations (listed in no particular order). However, Velocity realizes that there are several
factors working against success such as the economy, the continual decline in rounds at the two courses as well as decent
declines nationally, etc. Velocity believes in slow and steady growth that comes from the testing and maturing of ideas, rather
than implementing massive changes. With this in mind, we believe the following big ideas could help improve operations:

Outsource the Golf Shop and concessions
The Grainger/BD Golf League
BD Wall of Fame
BD All-Star Tournament
Improve the cart paths
Shut Down the Red Nine
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Transparency and Accuracy
Transparency and accuracy
– The course adopted a new accounting and tracking system in the past year which should allow for improved data
reliability and transparency.
– As this is a governmental enterprise, the principles of GASB and FASB suggest transparency.
– This will allow community members to make informed decisions for which they have paid.
– It would best serve the community to emulate the Waukesha model at a minimum. Slightly better would:
• Give yearly information by course and then combined
• Detail the information on:
– Greens Fees
– Cart Revenue
– Food Revenue
– Merchandise Revenue
– Donations/Other
– Salaries – Administrative
– Salaries – Maintenance
– Salaries - Other
– Benefits
– Maintenance Expenses
– Operating Expenses (all other)
– Other Expenses
– Rounds played
•

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCURACY

•

For purposes of comparability, financial information should be kept internally in terms of per round data.
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